Abstract-We present a scalable set-valued safety-preserving hybrid controller for constrained continuous-time linear timeinvariant (LTI) systems subject to additive disturbance/ uncertainty. The approach relies on a conservative approximation of the discriminating kernel using a piecewise ellipsoidal algorithm with polynomial complexity. This precomputed approximation is used online to synthesize a permissive state-feedback control law that guarantees the satisfaction of all constraints despite potentially conflicting performance objectives. We show the results on a flight envelope protection problem for a quadrotor with actuation saturation and unknown wind disturbances.
Eulerian methods [9] , [10] are capable of computing the discriminating kernel and its associated control laws. However, these methods rely on gridding the state space and therefore suffer from a computational complexity that is exponential in the dimension of the state. Although versatile in their ability to handle various types of dynamics and constraints, their applicability is limited to systems of low dimensionality-usually less than four. Within the MPC framework, in the case of discrete-time LTI systems with polytopic constraints, the discriminating kernel is computed using algorithms such as [11] . However, the complexity of this computation is also exponential and thus restricted to low dimensions. 1 For the more general case of continuous-time systems, a common practice is to crudely compute a single ellipsoid (usually a control Lyapunov function level-set under a stabilizability assumption) that is a subset of the infinite-horizon discriminating kernel, and use this ellipsoid as the terminal constraint. If such a set can be found (a strong assumption), with a linear cost the optimization becomes a quadratic program. The performance of the resulting MPC can be extremely conservative [2] .
In this technical note, we employ an extension of our earlier results [12] to form a permissive feedback controller for finite horizon safety of LTI systems. We formulate the controller as a hybrid automaton with two modes: safety and performance. The domains of the automaton are time-varying piecewise ellipsoidal sets that are precomputed offline during the analysis phase (i.e., when under-approximating the kernel). When online, in the performance mode, any control input can be applied; for example, different performance objectives can be optimized (or even a model-free reinforcement learning controller can be used) without the need to care for safety. The automaton transitions to the safety mode on the boundary of the ellipsoids when safety is at stake. In this mode, if specific values of the control input are applied the safety of the closed-loop system is maintained. The automaton can "freeze" time in the performance mode so as to prolong the horizon over which safety is guaranteed. The most computationally demanding aspect of our approach is the offline approximation of the kernel and the complexity of the technique is roughly cubic in the state dimension. The online computations are of quadratic complexity but are inexpensive to perform (mainly matrix multiplications) if the chosen performance controller is of equal or less complexity.
1) Other Related Work: An alternative approach is searching for a control Lyapunov function subject to constraints, and synthesizing its associated control laws. To this end, sum-of-squares optimizationbased methods have been developed for polynomial systems [13] , [14] , although the synthesis technique in [14] relies on state space gridding which renders it intractable in high dimensions. The resulting bilinear program is solved either by alternating search or via convex relaxations. The degree of multipliers is commonly kept low (e.g., quadratic), striking a tradeoff between excessive conservatism and computational complexity. A recent technique is the method of occupation measures [15] , [16] that, while convex and scalable, computes an over-approximation of the desired set; the resulting controllers are not guaranteed to preserve safety.
A classification technique is presented in [17] that approximates the viability kernel and yields an analytical expression of its boundary. While the method successfully reduces the computational time for the synthesis of control laws when the dimension of the input space is high, its applicability to systems with high-dimensional state space is limited. The method does not provide any guarantees that the synthesized control laws are safety-preserving.
Approximate bisimulations can be used to form a discrete abstraction such that the behavior of the quotient system is close to that of the original system [18] . Girard et al. in a series of papers (cf. [19] ) use this notion to construct correct-by-design controllers. The technique is applied to incrementally stable systems with switched autonomous or affine dynamics to synthesize safety switching signals. The abstraction relies on partitioning of space-time, limiting its applicability to low dimensions (even with multi-resolution abstractions).
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the LTI systeṁ
with state space X := R n , state x(t) ∈ X , control input u(t) ∈ U, disturbance input v(t) ∈ V, where U and V are compact convex subsets of R mu and R mv , respectively, and appropriately dimensioned constant matrices A, B, and G. We assume that v is unknown. The set V can also be used to capture any unknown but bounded uncertainties or unmodeled nonlinearities in the model. Let Because we are seeking optimal input signals, we must address the question of what information is available to each player when their value at a particular time is chosen. The most natural choice is state-feedback, in which each player knows the current state of the system when choosing their input value at a given time. Mathematically, however, there is also the question of the order in which the players declare their choices, where the second player may gain an advantage from knowledge of the first player's choice. In a discrete time setting this ordering is easily handled by the order in which the inputs are quantified when defining the discriminating kernel: the input quantified first can be chosen based on knowledge of the current state (a feedback policy), while the input quantified second knows both the current state and the value of the other input signal. Since we wish to conservatively estimate the discriminating kernel, we will give any advantage to the disturbance input; consequently, in the discrete time case the disturbance would be quantified second.
Unfortunately, the continuous time setting is more complicated. Since the control knows the state at all times through feedback, the disturbance's choice of input (or at least any effect it has on the evolution of the system) is instantaneously revealed; consequently, the control is able to detect and respond to disturbance choices arbitrarily fast even if it is chosen first. This situation is dealt with through the construct of non-anticipative strategies for the disturbance [20] : A map :
To avoid notational clutter, we denote the class of non-
Consider a compact set K ⊂ X with nonempty interior. Definition 1 (Safety-Preserving Control):
We seek a scalable method to synthesize safety-preserving control laws. The subset of K for which such control policies exist is:
Definition 2 (Discriminating Kernel): The finite-horizon discriminating kernel of K is the set of all initial states in K for which there exists a safety-preserving control
The fact that the control can respond arbitrarily fast to the disturbance's choice is taken into account by requiring the disturbance reveal its non-anticipative strategy mapping before the control chooses its input. It can be shown that the disturbance still holds a slight advantage [20] . See [9] and [10] for further discussion of the suitability of this information pattern.
We conclude this section with some additional notation. The · -distance of a point x from a nonempty set A is
A partition P of [0, τ] is an exhaustive collection of non-overlapping subintervals specified by the distinct points t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t n with t 0 = 0, t n = τ and the ordering t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n . We denote the number n of subintervals [t k−1 , t k ) in P by |P |, the size of the largest subinterval by P := max
For a signal u : [0, τ] → U and a partition P we define the tokenization of u with respect to P as the set of functions
III. ABSTRACT ALGORITHMS FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS AND CONTROL SYNTHESIS
In [12] , we described an iterative procedure that generates an underapproximation of the viability kernel with arbitrary precision for nonlinear dynamics. This procedure readily extends to the discriminating kernel case, which we summarize here. We omit the proofs in favor of space and instead refer the reader to [21, Appendix] .
A. Analysis: Under-Approximating the Discriminating Kernel Definition 3 (Robust Maximal Reachable Set):
The robust maximal (backward) reachable set at time t is the set of initial states for which for every non-anticipative disturbance there exists a control such that the trajectories reach K exactly at t
Given a partition P ∈ P([0, τ]), consider the recursion
of K deliberately chosen at a distance M P from its boundary, where M > 0 is a uniform bound on the vector field relative to the · -distance. We can show [21] that the final set K 0 (P ) is a subset of the true discriminating kernel for any partition P , and that the approximation can be made arbitrarily precise by choosing a sufficiently fine partition. The sets K k−1 (P ) generated by (2) are all provably conservative approximations of the intermediate discriminating kernels, satisfying
B. Synthesis: A Safety-Preserving Control Strategy
The next lemma, which follows directly from recursion (2), provides a high-level solution to the synthesis problem and forms the basis of our safety-preserving policy.
Lemma 1 states that any method that: i) under-approximates the robust maximal reachable sets, and more importantly ii) facilitates the synthesis of maximal reachability controllers can be employed to form a safety-preserving input. Lagrangian methods are capable of approximating the reachable sets in a scalable fashion, and thanks to recursion (2), they can be utilized to form an approximation of the discriminating kernel. Among them, the ellipsoidal techniques [22] implemented in [23] also allow for the computation of the robust maximal reachability controllers. In the remainder of the technical note, we focus on these techniques to develop, via Lemma 1, a scalable safety-preserving state-feedback policy for LTI systems.
In [24] , we proposed a Lagrangian method based on support vectors, and showed that in the context of discrete-time systems it can outperform ellipsoidal techniques. However, the support vector method has not yet been extended to handle a) continuous time, b) disturbances, or c) control synthesis. In this technical note, we employ ellipsoidal techniques since they allow for all of these features.
IV. OFFLINE PHASE: APPROXIMATION OF SUBINTERVAL REACHABLE SETS AND DISCRIMINATING KERNEL
Consider system (1), and suppose that the constraints K and U are nonempty compact ellipsoids; otherwise, we assume that they can be under-approximated with reasonable accuracy by a union of such ellipsoids. An ellipsoid E in R n has a compact representation in terms of its center q and shape matrix
Ellipsoidal techniques for reachability [22] over an interval [0, δ] involve i) fixing what is known as the terminal direction δ , an arbitrary unit-norm vector that is drawn from a finite subset M of all unitnorm vectors { | , = 1} in X ; ii) solving the adjoint equatioṅ (t) = −A T (t) with terminal condition (δ) = δ ; and iii) evolving the center and the shape matrix of a given target set backwards in time along the solution of the adjoint equation so as to obtain the center x c (t) and shape X (t) of an ellipsoid that under-approximates the reachable set at time δ − t. This approximation is dependant on (t) and is tangent to the reachable set in that direction (hence the subscript in the shape matrix notation).
Let the target set be an intermediate discriminating kernel
We denote the reachable set at t = 0 computed for a single terminal direction δ by Reach
δ (K k (P )). Clearly, this set is an ellipsoidal subset of the actual reachable set. We use the same bracketed superscript for the subset of the intermediate kernels corresponding to a fixed terminal direction, e.g., K
[ τ ] k (P ). Now let : 2 X → 2 X denote a function that maps a bounded convex set with nonempty interior to its maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid. For a fixed terminal direction τ , the recursion
for k ∈ {1, . . . , |P |} generates an ellipsoid K
The set K ↓ (P ) is an ellipsoid that can be formed via the erosion procedure in [4, Rem. 6.1]. We call the union of a finite number of ellipsoids a piecewise ellipsoidal set. The set in (4) is therefore a piecewise ellipsoidal under-approximation of the discriminating kernel. The complexity of the algorithm increases linearly with the number of direction vectors in M. However, since the analysis for each direction is independent of other directions, the method is highly parallelizable. It follows that the intermediate kernels are approximated via
We conclude this section by noting that the approximation of intersections in (2) with their maximum volume inscribed ellipsoids in (3) results in a loss of accuracy. However, the choice of time partition P affects this accuracy loss significantly. In particular, we have found in experiments [12] that a denser partition yields a more accurate approximation, likely due to the fact that i) K ↓ (P ) is larger, and ii) the subinterval reachable sets change very little over each time step. Thus, although a larger number of intersections needs to be performed, the intersection error at every iteration becomes smaller which yields a reduced net error. The number of subintervals affects the complexity of the algorithm linearly.
While the volume of the true intersection is hard to compute, that of its inner and outer approximating ellipsoids can be calculated easily via convex optimization. The difference between these volumes provides a computable estimate of the accuracy loss at every iteration. An adaptive partitioning algorithm could in principle be designed to manage this error, although we have not yet pursued this direction of research.
V. ONLINE PHASE: THE SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM & SAFETY-PRESERVING CONTROLLER
We begin by introducing a pseudo-time function σ :
For a fixed initial time s, this function is continuous and nondecreasing. However, while the global time t increases strictly monotonically, σ increases with varying rates as determined byσ. Clearly,
Denote by T k a totally ordered set such that (via abuse of notation)
This pseudo-time variable will be used as part of our formulation of a hybrid automaton that implements the desired safety-preserving controller. The mode of the automaton dictates the rate of change of σ; therefore, the controller has the possibility of preserving safety over a larger horizon than τ even though the computations during the offline phase have only been performed over [0, τ] .
Consider recursion (3) . Recall that ellipsoidal calculus [22] gives us the initial value ODEs for the center and τ -parameterized shape matrices of the ellipsoids under-approximating the reachable sets for every t (not just t = t k − t k−1 ) over the kth subinterval. From the center and shape matrix we can extract the maximal reachability control for any (x, t); consequently it is possible, via Lemma 1, to force the trajectory to traverse through the subinterval reachable sets between the subsequent intermediate kernel approximations, and concatenate the associated control signals to form a safety-preserving policy. For fixed k, t ∈ [t k−1 , t k ], and terminal direction τ , let 
,k (t − t k−1 ) be the center and shape of the ellipsoid Reach
and suppose R(0, 1) = ∅. Now, consider the hybrid automaton Fig. 1 , where Q = {q perf , q safe } is the set of discrete states with q perf representing the case in which the controller is free to choose any value in U ("performance" mode) and with q safe representing the case in which the controller is required to follow a safety-preserving law ("safety" mode). The inputs to the controller are drawn from the sets I e ⊆ X × R + (external input) and I i ⊆ M (internal input): The external input is the pair (x(t), t) ∈ I e and the internal input is the direction vector γ ∈ I i . The initial state of the automaton
X for every γ and σ(t)
c , where
denotes the interior of R [γ] in (6). The domains for every (x(t), t) ∈ I e specify (γ, σ(t))-parameterized invariants.
The rate of change of σ varies in q perf such thatσ(t) ∈ [0, 1] witḣ σ(t) = 0 indicating a pseudo-time freeze. This allows the controller to maintain its invariant/domain in q perf for as long as possible by freezing (or slowing down) the progression of the pseudo-time. On the other hand, in q safe the pseudo-time σ is forced to change with the same rate as the global time t.
The edges E ⊆ Q × Q are E = {(q perf , q perf ), (q perf , q safe ), (q safe , q perf )}. The guards G(·, γ, σ(t)) : E → 2 X for every (γ, σ(t)) are conditions on (x(t), t) defined as:
The domains and guards use the interior of the sets R [γ] (σ(t), k) to ensure that the automaton is non-blocking and that transitions over E can take place when necessary. A transition is enabled for every t if x(t) satisfies its guard.
The reset map R : E ×I i →I i resets the internal input via R(q perf , q perf , γ) =¯ τ , R(q perf , q safe , γ) = γ, and R((q safe , q perf ), γ) =¯ τ . Notice that if a given γ is the only value satisfying the guard on (q safe , q perf ), the reset map on that edge is simply R(q safe , q perf , γ) = γ; otherwise, we allow the transition to be non-deterministic and the reset map resets γ to any¯ τ that satisfies the guard.
Finally, if the control set is U = E(μ, U ), the output of H is a setvalued map U fb : Q × I i × I e → 2 U given by
where
is chosen so that Bψ BU (l
This strategy is based on the control design presented in [25] and [26] . We allow non-determinism in the executions of the hybrid automaton to formulate a permissive policy; q = q safe only when safety is at stake, and q = q perf otherwise. The source of non-determinism is not only the inclusions forû andσ in q perf , but also the transitions on the edge (q safe , q perf ) where the automaton can choose to keep the internal input γ the same or reset it. Similarly, the automaton may or may not chose to take a transition on (q perf , q perf ) when both the domain for the current γ and the guard of an alternative¯ τ are satisfied.
Theorem 1 (Safety-Preserving Controller): (4) there exists a time T ≥ τ such that for any non-anticipative disturbance v with v(t) ∈ V the (non-deterministic) time-dependent state-feedback policy
generated by the automaton H keeps the trajectory x(·) with initial condition
Proof: We prove that safety is preserved in each mode for any given (γ, x(t), t, σ(t)) ∈ M × X × T k × S k . We will draw upon the maximal reachability results in [25] .
First, if for every k, x(θ k ) ∈ K M k−1 (P ) (which, as we shall see, is indeed the case) then
. From this definition we use the convention
Case I:
, k) and the active mode is q safe . We have that dist(x(t), R [γ] (σ(t), k)) ≥ 0. Calculating the Lie derivative along the dynamics yields
Recall that the support function of a convex compact set A in the direction l is ρ A (l) := max x∈A l, x . Due to strict convexity of the sets the distance function can be described by
where l [γ] σ is the maximizer (unique for dist(x(t),
Here, we used the fact [25] 
σ ) for all values of u(t), attaining its minimum only when u(t) is the optimal control (7) (since
σ is the maximizer in (12) that is determined for every t based on x(t). The disturbance is non-anticipative since it has all of the information about the state (and thus the past values of the control) plus the current value of the control (since u(t) is chosen based on a fixed l [γ] σ ). On the other hand, the control chooses its value u(t) = ψ BU (l [γ] σ ) after the disturbance plays and therefore is able to keep the derivative of the distance function negative or at worst at zero (when the disturbance plays optimally).
Case II: x(t) ∈ •

R
[γ] (σ(t), k) and the active mode is q perf . We have dist(x(t), R [γ] (σ(t), k)) = 0 and thus the derivative of the distance function need not be examined as the Lie derivative of the value function (11) is automatically zero regardless of u(t). In addition, in this mode we haveσ(t) ∈ [0, 1] and therefore the automaton can generate an execution such that the pseudo-time does not advance.
Combining the two cases we see from (11) that with
Integrating from θ k to t in turn yields [via (10) ]
Thus, x(θ k ) ∈ K ∀k provided that the feedback control law (9) is applied. It remains to show that x(t) ∈ K for all t ∈ (θ k , θ k ). Indeed, by construction of the recursion (3) we have for all σ(t) ∈ S k and k
As such, with u(t) ∈ U fb and x 0 ∈ R(0, 1) we have
Letting T := θ |P | concludes the proof. 3 , which we also approximate by a maximum volume inscribed ellipsoid U ε . For the horizon τ = 2 s, we require x(t) ∈ K ε and u(t) ∈ U ε ∀t ∈ [0, τ] despite the disturbance.
Suppose that to operate the quadrotor an LQR state-feedback u lqr (x) is designed to minimize the cost T . Since the control authority is constrained by the set U ε , the above LQR policy results in saturation such that u = sat(u lqr ) is effectively applied to the system. Here, the saturation function sat : R 4 → U ε is determined by the support vector of U ε = E(μ, U ) in the direction of u lqr / u lqr and is defined as To prevent chattering a smoothing policy was used that combines the performance control law in q perf with a safety control law proportional to the distance of the state from the boundary of the domain in that mode; see [21] for more details.
Without engaging a safety controller, the (saturated) LQR violates the safety constraint K ε at t = 1.1 s. In contrast, the proposed hybrid controller is capable of preserving safety (Figs. 2 and 3) . The under-approximation of the discriminating kernel was precomputed in 17 min (without optimizing the code for speed) using 12 random terminal directions and a uniform time partitioning with |P | = 200 on an Intel Core i7 (2.9 GHz) running MATLAB R2011b and Ellipsoidal Toolbox v.1.1.3 [23] in 64-bit Win7 Pro. The controller is configured so as to permit the same (saturated) LQR in q perf , while switching to q safe when necessary. The pseudo-time rate ofσ = 1 was enforced in q perf . On the other hand, if extended safety is desired, freezing the pseudo-time in q perf results in maintaining safety for 16.4 s using the sets precomputed for only τ = 2 s. We do not know of any Eulerian method capable of directly synthesizing a safety-preserving controller in such high dimensions. For another example (safety-based control of anesthesia), please see [4, Sec. 6.6.3].
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a scalable set-valued robust safety-preserving feedback controller for LTI systems. The controller is formulated as a hybrid automaton that incorporates a pseudo-time variable when prolonged safety using finite-horizon computations is desired. The results were demonstrated on a 12D model of a quadrotor for which the flight envelope was protected despite actuator saturation and unknown disturbance. Since the controller is constructed based on ellipsoidal techniques and semidefinite programs, its computational complexity in the offline phase (its most costly aspect) is cubic in the state dimension and linear in the number of time subintervals and terminal directions. Thus, it can be employed for treatment of systems with much higher dimension than is currently possible with grid-based techniques. The error quantification in the offline phase remains an open problem.
We postpone additional results (cf. [21] ) to a future publication. These include: i) a smoothing policy that reduces chattering and results in a control signal that is continuous across transitions of the automaton; and ii) a sufficient condition under which the offline algorithm can be terminated early and the online algorithm can ensure safety over an infinite horizon.
